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     STRONG AVERAGE COMPOUND ANNUAL RETURN OF OVER         
11% ACHIEVED AT SOTHEBY’S AND CHRISTIES MAY 2011 
IMPRESSIONIST AND MODERN EVENIING SALES IN NEW 
YORK

AN ANALYSIS BASED ON THE MEI MOSES® REPEAT SALE DATABASE

The two evening sales this week have been reported in the press as   
being below expectation with total sales less than those generated 
in November 2010.  However from a financial returns perspective 
the results were quite strong.  We have repeat sale data on over 1/3 
of the lots that sold and the average of their compound annual 
returns (CAR) of these 31 lots was a strong 11.2% with an average 
holding period of 15.7 years. This strength is documented when 
these returns are compared to the returns that would have been 
achieved if the purchasers would have invested instead in the S&P 
500 Total Return index (where dividends are reinvested tax free) 
for the same holding dates as the art.   The average CAR for the 
S&P investments would have been only 5.8%.   

At Sotheby’s November 2010 evening sale of impressionist and 
modern 19 lots sold that had a prior auction price that we could 
find.  The average of the compound annual returns (CAR) of these 
lots was 10.2 % and the average time between auctions was about 
13 years. In May 2011 there were 15 such lots with an average 
CAR of 11.0% and an average time between auction sales of 16 
years.  It is also interesting to note that none of these lots had a 
negative return.



 The highest priced lot, ALEXEJ VON JAWLENSKY’s WOMAN 
WITH A GREEN FAN, sold for almost $11.28 million.  It had also 
sold in 1975 and yielded a CAR, before transaction costs, of 14.6% 
over the 35.5 year holding period.   However the highest CAR for 
the evening was the 26.2% achieved by AUGUSTE RODIN’s THE 
THINKER which sold for $4 million and had appeared on the 
market 9 ½ years earlier when it was purchased for $440,000. 

At Christie’s November 2010 evening sale of impressionist and 
modern paintings 23 lots sold that had a prior auction price that we 
could find. The average of the compound annual returns (CAR) of 
these lots was 8.4 % and the average time between auctions was 
about 12 years.  In May 2011 there were 16 such lots, including 
two of the highest priced works, with an average CAR of 11.3% 
and an average time between auction sales of 15 years.  It is also 
interesting to note that none of these lots had a negative return.

The highest priced lots of the sale that had a prior auction sale, 
Claude Monet’s Peupliers and Maurice de Vlaminck’s Paysage de 
Banlieue both had a sale price of $22.48 million.  The Monet had 
sold in 2000 and yielded a CAR, before transaction costs, of 11.7% 
over the 11 year holding period.  The Vlaminck had sold in 1994 
and yielded a CAR, before transaction costs, of 7.3% over the 17 
year holding period.    However the highest CAR for the evening 
was the 22.7% achieved by the Salvador Dali Trio Féminin which 
sold for $662,500 and had appeared on the market 11 years earlier 
when it was purchased for $63,000.  

It is also interesting to analyze the works that failed to sell in these 
auctions.  Of the 25 works that did not sell we had prior auction 
results for 10 of them.  Why a work does not sell is an open 
question in the art market.  Reasons vary from changes in 
condition, overly aggressive expectations by the auction house or 
owner, the prior purchase was consummated at a price far in excess 
of the high presale price estimate and there is currently no buyer 



willing to continue the mispricing of this trophy item etc.  Our 
research shows that the single best predictor of the current auction 
price of a work that had sold at auction sometime earlier is that 
price inflated to the current time period by changes in our 
appropriate collecting category index over the time period from 
purchase to sale. In financial circles this is know as “Marking to 
Market”.  

It is interesting to note that 8 of these 10 lots that did not sell had a 
low presale price estimate greater than the index increased prior 
purchase price.  As an example consider the failure of one of the 
most significant works of the sales, Claude Monet’s Iris mauves.  It 
had a presale low estimate of $15 million and had sold in 1997 for 
$3,850,000.  This purchase price was only slightly above the high 
presale price estimate in 1977 of $3.5 million. If the work had 
appreciated at the same rate as the new Mei Moses® world 
impressionist index from 1997 until the end of the first quarter of 
2011 its value would be $8.9 million.  This value is way below the 
presale low estimate of $15 million and reveals that the owner or 
auction house had return expectation far above those produced by 
the impressionist market over that time period.  Using the same 
Mark to Market methodology to enhance the prior purchase price 
low presale estimate of 2.5 million would generate a current 
market low presale estimate of $5.77 million almost 1/3 the 2011 
value used by the auction house.  It would be interesting to hear the 
explanation as to why there was such a dramatic above market 
change in the presale estimates from 1997 to 2011.

Another interesting no sale example was the ALBERTO 
GIACOMETTI PORTRAIT DE MAURICE LEFEBVRE-
FOINET which sold at Christie’s Paris in December 2009 for 
$3.39 million more than twice the high presale estimate at the time 
of $1.4 million.  A Mark to Market increase of that purchase price 
would yield a value of $3.87 million not much below the current 
$4,000,000 presale low estimate.   However the Mark to Market 
value of the original purchase presale low estimate of $1.07 



million, and about ¼ the current of the 2011 low estimate.  This 
would require any new buyer to continue the exuberance of the 
prior buyer.  No such buyer could be found and the work did not 
sell.  Our research has showed in general that the more one pays 
over the Mark To Market value of the prior purchase price the 
lower the future returns will be. 

The effect of auction interval on return is always interesting.  As 
the graph below indicates, even in this small sample, longer 
holding periods do not substantially diminish returns but do reduce 
return variability and allow the amortization of transaction costs 
over a longer time frame.

        


